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ADVENTURES IN SOUTHERN ICELAND
By Peggy Newland

It’s midnight, and the sky is changing
from orange to pink to purple as I listen
to whimbrel call and watch the swoop of
pink-footed geese along the East Ranga
riverbanks of Southern Iceland. To close
the curtains and get some sleep seems ridiculous when the landscape is artwork
in motion, but eventually I do, in feather
quilts, with the windows open to birdsong.
Hotel Ranga, my homebase for four days,
is situated like an arctic gem in the center
of all things adventure: waterfalls, geysers,
volcanos, ice caves, cliffside islands, black
sand beaches, glistening glaciers, birding
meadows, and meandering streambeds.
It’s owned, operated, and run by the
most affable, Friorik Palsson—an Icelandic charmer, who organizes personalized
tours of Nordic nooks and crannies, not
in guidebooks, and off the crowded bus
tour loops. He also pours a liberal cup of
Brennivin in the evenings at dinner!
“We’re taking you to the Westman
Islands today,” Friorik smiles, the next
morning, at Ranga’s smorgasbord of Icelandic meats, cheeses, yogurts, fresh fruit,
herrings, and fresh breads. Eggs and bacon are available, but I’m going full Nordic with the pickled herring and coffee.
“Forty-five minutes off the coast, these islands have puffin colonies and underwater
caves.” Known locally as Vestmannaeyjar,
this ring of islands is Iceland’s “best kept
secret”—30 islands, some uninhabited,
except for single hunting cabins on cliffs.
“And two volcanos. The last eruption on
Eldfell in 1973.”
We take the Heriolfur ferry from
Landeyjahofn to the main island, Vestmannaeyiar. (Try saying that five times
fast!) and it’s a fjord-land full of seabirds

on ledges and a harbor carved from basalt
rock, with one outcropping, famous for its
elephant head shape. There are also lambs
and sheep perched on green cliffs as the
tide thrashes against lava rock below. I
could rent a bike to ride the hills, but instead go on a local tour guided by Ebbi.
He takes us directly to a puffin colony and
while these wild puffins whizz overhead,
landing on nests, lambs preen for photos
on the cliffside. Next, we drive into the
middle of Eldfell volcano and learn how,
after it erupted, all the inhabitants were
rescued safely by a flotilla of fishing boats,
only to return and rebuild their town
again. He drops us at Gott Restaurant
for “best cod lunch in town” before our
“ocean safari” on Rib Boats, high speed
inflatables.
We spot more nesting puffins, and
watch the flight of gannets, ducks, fulmars while scanning the coastline for
seals. The caves are lit by the azure blue
of the Atlantic as we search for common
murres and kitty-wakes, and in the distance, on the northside, we luckily spy a
spouting minke whale.
That night, back “home” with Friorik,
our group dines on Nordic fare. I choose
the wild mushroom soup and pan-fried
scallops with langoustine crumble for
starters and then dig into salmon with
sweet potato puree, apples, mustard seeds,
and fried broccoli. Adventuresome diners
have choices of smoked puffin with apple
mousse, or reindeer carpaccio with truffle
oil. Desserts look decadent, and I decide
on apple tarte with homemade Skyr ice
cream.
Sleep comes easily, with continued
birdsong that evening, and in the early
morning, we are off again, this time hiking through sheep caves in Hella, stroll-

if you go
Hotel Ranga. www.hotelranga.is +354-487-5700. Located halfway between Hella
and Hvolsvollur. Two hours drive from Keflavic airport. Ask about Great Rate Dates
and come to be amazed! All rooms with local artwork and views of glaciers, riverbeds and volcanos. Rates include welcome drink (check out the barstools), outdoor
hot tubs, access to stargazing observatory, and full breakfast. Plus, you get to talk
to Friorik.
Katla Ice Caves and Black Sand Beach Tours. www.katlatrack.is
Caves of Hella. www.cavesofhella.is
Puffin and Volcano Tour/Westman Islands. www.eyjatours.com
Rib Boat Ocean Cave Safari/Westman Islands. www.ribsafari.is.
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ing past some “tolting” Icelandic horses,
ice climbing through brilliantly blue Katla ice caves, and spending the early afternoon exploring the black sand beaches by
Buggy (ATV ) in Vik. For snacks, we grab
loaded hot dogs and ice cream at Bjorkin service station (where all the locals
eat) and then head to Audkula’s geodesic

dome for coffee and pastries.
That evening, after a classic Icelandic dinner of smoked lamb, red cabbage,
boiled potatoes, green peas, leaf bread,
accompanied by more Brennivin and Viking lager, we head to the hot tubs for late
evening sky watching.
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The next morning is leisurely, with rain forecast.
We visit the interactive
Lava Museum in Hvolsvollur and learn about all the
active volcanic and earthquake systems underfoot.
“We’re on shaky ground,”
Friorik tells us.
We make the best of this
shaky ground by heading to
Valborg Olafsdottir Farm
for some rousing singa-

longs in Icelandic, followed
by pancakes, and pastries,
and then because the rain
has stopped, and there are
multitudes of rainbows and
no crowds, we hike behind
some waterfalls: Skogafoss, Seljalandsfoss, Gliufrabui. Wading through
glacial meltwater from Eyjafjallajökull, and hopping
over stones, we splash past
mossy walls of black lava,

the mist sending more rainbows into a boulder-filled
canyon of streaming light.
“It’s magical here,” I say.
“Come back in the
winter for the Northern
Lights,” Friorik suggests.
That evening, Friorik shows
a group of us Hotel Ranga’s
Observatory.
I leave the next morning, with promises to return for auroras and winter adventures. Reykjavik
is active and busy, and so
I find some calm at Hallgrimskirkja Church and

luck into Gudspjall Mariu,
a symphony/oratorio world
premiere commissioned by
Horour Askelsson. What
could be a better ending of
Icelandic adventuring than
soprano, chamber orchestra and choir in iconic 19
parts!
Flying from Iceland,
from an upgraded window
seat on Icelandair (yay!), I
soak up the last glances of
this beautiful island getaway. Less than five hours
flight from Boston, this is a
world away.
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Bottom row
Left: The penguin room that brought restful sleep.
Middle: Friorik shows a group of us Hotel Ranga’s Observatory.

